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Who We Are

S

Convivium Press, based in Miami, FL, provides a significant contribution to religious
studies through English and Spanish translations of classic authors and contemporary voices
for academic and non-academic readers in the U.S. and throughout the world.
In the spirit of its name, Convivium Press books enrich conversation, understanding,
and appreciation among religions and cultures. They inspire a dialogue at the interface of ethics
and social problems, with a solid theological perspective. They encourage reconciliation
and cooperative endeavors through printed and online publications and social networking.
Convivium Press publishes new works and superlative and accessible English translations
of recognized authors from different countries to enrich dialogue among readers worldwide.
Such authors include N. T. Wright, Albert Vanhoye, Luis F. Ladaria, José Antonio Pagola,
Bernard Sesboüé, Tomas Spidlik, John Main, Antoine Vergote, Sergio Bastianel, Hosffman
Ospino, Roberto Goizueta, and José Ignacio González Faus.
Convivium Press books are the result of key collaborations with the International Society
for the Studies of Biblical and Semitic Rhetoric, the Pontifical Gregorian University,
the Institute for Hispanic/Latino Theology and Ministry at Barry University, and the World
Community for Christian Meditation. As part of their mission, Convivium Press books
support the religious formation of Hispanic/Latino communities in the U.S. through the
establishment of joint editorial projects.
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Our inspiration

S

₁
“The purpose of the company will
be editing, distributing and commercializing text books, e-books and
illustrated books, in order to develop
a publishing proposal in different
languages, inspired in values within
the framework of a Jewish and
Christian humanism, specifically in
areas such as Theology, Philosophy,
Psychology, Cultural and Religious
Anthropology, Literature and Politics, in order to promote a better understanding of social and political
coexistence valuing the transcendental sense of human relations, the
acceptance of men as convivial subjects, the recognition of social and
cultural diversity, and the reaffirmation of all social values that promote
fraternity. To such effects, the company will be able to establish agreements that could include editing
cooperation, co-edition and financing funding resources with recognized Universities and other Institutions, which guarantee the academic
quality and the actual necessity of
its editorial proposal”.

Convivium Press, Inc was founded in November 2007 for the purpose of publishing academic
and trade books in the fields of Theology, Philosophy, Bible and Semitic Studies, Christian
Spirituality, and Literature₁. Some books are in Spanish and some in English, since the company
serves academic and religious communities around the world by providing them with high
academic level reading material. Specifically, the target market for our books is composed of the
Theology, Philosophy and Religious Studies Departments at Universities, Seminaries and
other Centers for religious studies, the academic and public libraries, and religious communities in general, in the USA, Canada, Latin America, Europe, Australia, and, in the near future,
some countries in Africa and Asia.
Convivium Press, an editorial endeavor inspired by Judeo-Christian humanistic values,
strives to promote diversity of thought and affirms perspectives and proposals that can enrich
community togetherness and encourage reconciliation among all peoples. We choose books
that reflect and are consistent with the intended meanings of the Latin expressions convivialis
and convivium, that is, that human beings and cultures can only attain their full capacity within
an episteme framework of human relations, coexistence, togetherness, reconciliation, fraternity, and recognition. This Project intends to build bridges and create bonds between different
cultures by providing a space in which there can be an exchange of cultural perspectives
and knowledge facilitated by the publication of high-quality books in English and Spanish.
Our Press is committed to building on a tradition that values human coexistence based
on the transcendental sense of human relationships; the recognition of real differences that are
part of our call to live within communities; and the reinforcement of those social values that
promote and embrace fraternity and justice among persons, cultures, and religions; and offering communities and individuals worldwide a constantly growing editorial catalogue in
English and Spanish, as well as a website that provides opportunities for encounter, reflection
and dialogue in addition to other services and on-line tools.
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OUR TRADEMARK

2.2.
AGREEMENTS
AND MEMBERSHIPS
ACHIEVED
Convivium Press, has signed Agreements for joint editorial collaborations with Barry
University (Miami, FL), the Pontifical Gregorian University (Rome, ITALY), the Società
Internazionale per lo Studio della Retorica Biblica e Semitica (Rome, ITALY), the World
Community for Christian Meditation- WCCM (London, UK). We are a member of the Association
of Catholic Publishers (CBPA) and the Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA)
in the U.S., enabling us to position our project along with recognized Catholic and
Independent Presses currently established in the U.S.
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A Proposal with Character
and Aesthetic Beauty

S

Convivium Press, through the provision of high-quality editorial services, has as its mission
the production of books and printed materials that merge academically reputable content with
a human sense of aesthetic beauty in a manner that reflects great respect for its discerning
readers and qualified authors.
Our covers have the seal of Convivium Press, sensibility towards a recovery of an aesthetic of
beauty for XXI century readers. Fecundity, Awareness and Hope are conceived and expressed in
this fine selection of typographic images and styles, high quality materials and modern colors,
as an invitation to provoke an encounter between readers and authors, with art and beauty.
Our interior pages and specific details acknowledge the use of space and proportions,
together with elegant forms and arabesques, are part of the design of our interior pages, making
them unique and classical and, at the same time, modern and provocative.
3.1.
A PROPOSAL WITH
QUALITY CONTENTS
FOR DIFFERENT
TYPES OF READERS
Our books are offered in a number of series selected according to the subject, perspective
and content target. Currently we have seven publishing Series: Traditio (Systematic Theology),
Rhetorica Semitica (Bible and Semitic Studies), Episteme (studies on human relationships
and social moral values), Hispania (Latino Theology, cultural identity and social morality),
Kyrios (studies on general Christology, focusing on the historical Jesus), Sapientia (Christian
and Eastern Spirituality and Meditation), and Ministeria (Commentaries on the Gospels
and reflection on Christian Ministries).
We intend to reach different types of readers with different religious interests: Academics
and Textbooks (Traditio, Rhetorica Semitica, Episteme, Kyrios), Cultural and social morality,
including focused theology for general readers and textbooks (Hispania, Episteme),
and general trade religious books (Sapientia, Kyrios, Ministeria).
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